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Affordable Elegance 

CLASSIC WHITE CERAMIC WARE

• Create an upscale dining experience.

• Enhance operational efficiency: microwave, 
oven and freezer safe.

• Protect contents in mugs and bowls with 
disposable CamLids®.



For more information about Cambro 
products visit www.cambro.com or 
contact your Distributor, Cambro 
Sales Representative or the Cambro 
Customer Service Department.
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Complementary ProductsUpscale Presentation with Affordable Ceramic Ware
Whether your goal is to create an upscale room service dining experience or create a homelike 
environment, using these bright white ceramics will help increase your patient satisfaction 
scores. These ceramics are microwave, oven and freezer safe, and meet Society of Glass and 
Ceramic Decorators (SGCD) heavy metal standards.

Disposable CamLids®

Snap on mugs and bowls to protect 
contents, maintain temperatures and 

prevent spills.

CODE MDSM8CNL MDSB5C MDSB9C MDSPLT9
DESCRIPTION Ceramic 

Contoured Mug
Ceramic 
Small Bowl

Ceramic 
Large Bowl

Ceramic Plate

APPROX. 
CAPACITY TO RIM

8 oz. (0,23 L) 5 oz. (0,15 L) 9 oz. (0,27 L) —

OUTSIDE DIA. 43⁄4" (11,66 cm) 
with handle

31⁄2" (8,89 cm) 43⁄8" (11,13 cm) 9" (22,83 cm)

HEIGHT 311⁄16" (9,37 cm) 21⁄4" (5,56 cm) 25⁄16" (5,89 cm) 1" (2,35 cm)
CAMLID 
CODE

CLNT12 
With Straw Slot

CLSM8B5 CLSB9 —

CASE LBS. (CUBE) /  
CASE KG (M3)

37.92 (1.70) 
17,20 (0,05)

19.68 (0.81) 
8,93 (0,02)

30.72 (1.13) 
13,93 (0,03)

31.65 (0.71) 
14,36 (0,02)

CASE PACK 48 48 48 24
Color: White (148).  Disposable CamLids Color: Translucent (190). No Broken Cartons.

Camracks® 
These racks offer a 4-in-1 solution for 
all your meal delivery ware: wash, store, 
inventory and transport. Open inside 
compartments provide thorough cleaning. 
Closed outer walls keep contaminants 
out. Stack on a dolly and top with a cover 
for safe storage and transport.

Camwear® Non-Skid Trays 
Save tons of trash and 50% in cost each 
year by eliminating paper tray mats and 
switching to Cambro Non-Skid Trays.

10 Tray Dual Access Meal Delivery Cart 
Enhance patient meal delivery with 
this two door cart. Equipped with nylon 
casters and one-piece, polyethelyne 
construction, this cart will ride quietly 
through the hallways. Single tray depth on 
each side provides easy access while the 
cut out in the middle of the cart provides 
ample air circulation.

Camracks®

Wash ceramic mugs and bowls in one full-size Camrack 16C414 
with tilt feature to drain water for quick and sanitary drying. 
Wash ceramic plates in full–size Camrack PR314.

16C414

Ergonomically 
correct handle 
fits three adult 
fingers.


